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DialogueGetting to know one another



DialogueThe Social Weaver: Introduction
We focused on three sections: EXPLORING PROBLEMS, 
KNOWING THE ACTORS, AND ASSESSING OPTIONS



 

DialogueDAY 1 - TOOLS USED

Impact and 
feasibility

Stakeholder rainbow

Timeline



DialogueImpact and feasibility
We ranked things we need to do: how doable and how 
useful are they? “Land use planning, explaining models” is 
USEFUL and somewhat DOABLE. So let's focus on this today.



 

DialogueStakeholder Rainbow
We organized all the “interested actors” along the 
rainbow, showing how they were affected and also how 
influential they are. 



DialogueStakeholder rainbow

What can we do to make sure 
youth get involved and have 
more influence? 
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Timeline
We looked at every step we need to 
cover starting from NOW 



DialogueEvening presentations



 

DialogueEvening presentations
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DAY 2 - TOOLS USED
 

 Visioning
Free List and Pile Sort
 Sabotage
 Wheel
 Force field (SWOT)
Negotiation Fair



 

DialogueVisioning
We made  drawings on our dreams for an ideal 
future about land and the resources
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SABOTAGE
We came up with ways to make sure the planning process would fail!

FREE LIST & PILE SORT 
Next we grouped the cards into themes…



Dialogue

WHEEL 
We used the common themes and used the opposite 
meaning as CRITERIA to use in the wheel.
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WHEEL 
WE agreed on the importance of each criterion and wrote it on a 
spoke. Next we joined the points on the spoke and made a diamond. 



Dialogue

Force field 
We listed those things that PREVENT us from doing our 
planning, we grouped them and gave them a NAME. We 
then did the same with what we can to to OVERCOME the 
barriers; we placed them on a line. 
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Force Field 
We then asked: SO WHAT? We discussed actions that we could take 
to reduce the barriers plus other actions to make things happen. 
Examples: working more closely with government to increase trust; 
turning some of the SUPPORT into more coordinated action.
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Negotiation fair 
…we wrote “letters” on CARDs to our workshop participants. 
One one side we ASKED for things we need. On the other side we 
OFFERED what we could provide.  
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DAY 3 - Tool used
Agreements and misunderstandings
We invited visitors from the MRN to join in on the exercise.



Dialogue
AGREEMENTS and MISUNDERSTANDINGS
We agreed on six criteria about consultations. We then broke 
into two groups (First Nation and MNR) and ranked the six 
criteria in order of importance. Next, each group guessed the 
other group’s ranking… Then we compared them.



 

Dialogue

AGREEMENTS and MISUNDERSTANDINGS
Each group first listed their ranking (“us”) and then 
guessed the ranking by the other group (“them”).

MNR Communities



Dialogue
AGREEMENTS and MISUNDERSTANDINGS
Each participant held a card with the ranked number… 
and we compared them.
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AGREEMENTS and MISUNDERSTANDINGS

Agreement generally good (55%). Timeline is more important to 

MNR. Rainbow dialogue is more important to communities. 

MNR's prediction of community priorities is 44% wrong. 

MNR underestimates the importance of participation and 

rainbow dialogue to communities. It overestimates the 

importance of authenticity (trust) to communities.

Communities failed to predict MNR priorities (by 100%). Why? 

It's because "what MNR says is not what MNR does".
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